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New Audio Service Cures Psychotherapists' Biggest Issue: Therapy Audio
Digest

Therapy Audio Digest: New monthly audio service for busy psychotherapists keeps them up to
date

Santa Fe, NM (PRWEB) December 03, 2011 -- Therapy Audio Digest, a new monthly audio "magazine" gives
psychotherapists a way to stay up to date on their reading . . . and lose their guilt!

A new audio "magazine" allows therapists to stay up to date on the latest developments in the psychotherapy
community in a mere 30 minutes per month. The brainchild of Bill O'Hanlon, the author of over 30 books for
psychotherapists and featured Oprah guest, delivers needed help to those who spend their time helping others.

"Every therapist spends so much time and energy helping their clients that they barely have time for themselves
and their personal lives. They can end up well behind on their professional reading. This service gives them a
monthly summary of what they 'should' be reading and keeping up with every month," says O’Hanlon.

Each monthly issue includes three short summaries of interesting and relevant research studies; one brief
interview with a leading psychotherapy expert on some new or useful method; a book review of a recent book
relevant to the practice of therapy; and information about a tool that can make therapists more effective or save
them time or money.

Therapy Audio Digest, or T.A.D. for short, will give every subscriber a chance to stay up to date in the
psychotherapy field with minimal effort. The material can be accessed directly from the website (listened to,
read or printed) or it can be easily downloaded onto an IPod or other MP3 player.

The cost of the service is just $19.95 per month. Each issue includes continuing education credits for
psychologists, social workers, marriage and family therapists, registered nurses, substance abuse counselors,
and licensed mental health/professional counselors at no extra charge. Yearly subscribers can claim 6 CE
credits. There is a free sample issue (with free Continuing education credit included) on the TADwebsite. Visit:
www.TherapyAudioDigest.com.

If you'd like more information about this service, or to schedule an interview with Bill O'Hanlon, please contact
Bill at 505-983-2843 or e-mail Bill directly at BillO(at)therapyaudiodigest(dot)com.
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Contact Information
William O'Hanlon
BillO@therapyaudiodigest.com
505-983-2843

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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